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Abstract

Experience using the Argonne-developed PARMACs macro package to

implement a portable parallel programming environment is described.

Fortran programs with intrinsic parallelism of coarse and medium

granularity are easily converted to parallel programs which are

portable among a number of commercially available parallel processors

in the class of shared-memory bus-based and local-memory network based

MIMD processors. The parallelism is implemented using standard UNIX

(tm) tools and a small number of easily understood synchronization

concepts (monitors and message-passing techniques) to construct and

coordinate multiple cooperating processes on one or many processors.

Benchmark results are presented for parallel computers such as the

Alliant FX/8, the Encore MultiMax, the Sequent Balance, the Intel

iPSC/2 Hypercube and a network of Sun 3 workstations. These parallel

machines are typical MIMD types with from 8 to 30 processors, each

rated at from 1 to 10 MIPS processing power. The demonstration code

used for this work is a Monte Carlo simulation of the response to

photons of a "nearly realistic" lead, iron and plastic electromagnetic

and hadronic calorimeter, using the EGS4 code system.

1.0 Introduction

Computing needs within the High Energy Physics community are large

and growing. The absolute performance and performance/cost ratio of

the traditional scalar single instruction single data (SISD) stream

mainframe computer are no longer increasing rapidly enough to satisfy

the demand. Initiatives both within the scientific research community
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and by commercial computer vendors suggest that substantially improved

performance is available from the use of parallel computer

architectures. A large number of parallel processing systems now

exist; to some extent, the potential user can be overwhelmed by the

veriety of choices. It seems to the casual observer that assembling a

parallel computer is quite easily done today, at least from the

hardware point of view. Within High Energy Physics, parallel computer

projects stretch the field from a collection of channel coupled

commercial workstations (LEPICS [1]), to bus-connected commercial

microprocessor boards (FNAL ACP [2]) or hypercube network connected

microprocessors (Cal Tech CosmicCube [3]), to name but a few of the

initiatives. There now also exists a reasonably large number of

commercially available parallel computing systems. These are

typically of the architecture category multiple instruction multiple

data (MIMD), and fall into two sub-classes:

MIMD Shared memory global bus interconnected n processors

MIMD Network connected n processors.

Examples of the first are computers from Sequent, Encore, and Alliant.

Examples of the second are workstation networks from Sun and Digital,

and hypercubes from Intel and Ncube.

Just as the potential user is presented with a large number of (in

many cases) very different computer systems, the software needed to

exploit the computer system can vary widely from one to another.

Software to exploit parallelism may be a more difficult problem that

building the parallel hardware! Some characteristics of software

which will allow the benefits of parallel computing to be realised are

efficient use of the machine, the ability to easily express the

computational task (transparency), and portability. There are

currently three major trends in software for parallel computing
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systems:

First, program in a "optimized" language, for example SYSAL, LINDA,

OCCAM, etc. The computer science literature is filled with such

languages, many available but weakly supported in the public domain,- a

few have even been commercialized. This is likely to continue.

A second trend is the use of Fortran compilers with automatic

parallelization techniques. Fortran compilers based on the work of

Kuck [4] are available for a small number of parallel computers, e.g.

Sequent and Alliant. These techniques typically search for "DO" loops

which can be unrolled onto many processors. The resulting benefits

are small on many typical codes.

The third trend is to use vendor supplied parallel programming

libraries. These often result in very efficient use of the parallel

computer, but are usually nontransparent and nonportable between

computing systems.

2.0 Description of the PARMACs system '

The difficulties in practical parallel programming fall into four

major areas. Synchronization, efficiency, debugging, and portability.

The work described in this paper concerns a parallel programming

environment for Fortran which is highly portable, and yields

reasonably efficient use of serveral parallel machine types through a

small but complete set of high level synchronization constructs. This

approach allows the applications programmer to easily exploit the

inherent parallelism in the problem at hand, while remaining in the

Fortran environment.

The method described here is to work at a course or medium level of

granularity using a hybrid approach in which the programmer inserts

high level descriptions of the parallelism into the Fortran code via
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macros. These macros are expanded by a preprocessor into the

appropriate data structures and calls into a parallel programming

subroutine library for the particular parallel computer the code is to

run on. This scheme allows the fortran programmer to organise his

parallel code at a relative high level of abstraction. This method

asserts the notion that there are a small number of easily understood

parallel synchronization concepts and their macro implementations,

which allow straight forward parallelization of fortran codes with

reasonable efficient use of a parallel computer in a highly portable

manner. There are, of course, a few caveats. The macros must be

written and maintained for each target parallel machine by a systems

programmer who understands the target machine architecture,

synchronization primitives, and parallel programming libraries. This

is not burdensome and the macro implementations seem quit stable with

time. The target processors must be capable of supporting some level

an operating system and interprocessor communications. The method

relies on UNIX with the process fork mechanism for establishing

computational tasks and the Berkeley TCP/IP sockets library for

interprocessor communications as an easy and widely available

environment to work in. Furthermore, the UNIX M4 macro processor is

well suited for translation of the macros into Frotran.

The work described here was done in collaboration with computer

scientists within the Mathematics and Computer Science division at

Argonne National Laboratory. They have established the Advanced

Computing Research Facility (ACRF), which provides the research

community with easy access to parallel computer architectures for

experimentation and parallel program development. A number of

commercially available parallel computers of both the MIMD and SIMD

architectures are sited at the ACRF. A key goal of the ACRF staff is
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the design and demonstration of software systems which can take

advantage of the potential of parallel computing.

The ACRF has developed the PARMACs system [5], a macro based system

for portable parallel programming in C. Over the past year and half

the PARMACs system has been expanded to include the Fortran 77

environment, and has been installed and tested on a number of

commercially available parallel computers. In addition, the

programming development and debugging capabilities have been expanded

to X Window workstation environment. The Fortran PARMACs system is

now operational for both shared memory machines and distributed memory

machines.

Some of the more important macros (from the point of view of the

applications programmer) are shown in Table 1. In the design of the

PARMACs system a layered approach has been used as illustrated by the

three columns of Table 1. The User Level Macros are implemented in

terms of lower level macros which depend on the computer architecture,

the specific computer system and, at the lowest level, with calls into

the operating and network systems software. This approach hides the

machine complexity from the applications programmer, while simplifying

the process of moving the PARMACs system to new computers. There are

total of 25 user level macros, which are implemented in terms of

approximately 30 machine dependent macros.

For the shared memory machine environment, macros for shared and

local memory allow the user to partition the machine memory, The

BARRIER macro insists that all processes running in parallel reach the

same point before any are released for further work, the GETSUB macro

implements the parallelism in simple Fortran DO-Loop by requesting the

next available index, and the ASKFOR macro is a more general structure

which can ask for a unit of work to be performed in parallel which
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depends on a more complicated control structure than a loop index.

For the distributed memory machine, the major user macros are SEND

and RECV which are general message passing macros for sending and

receiving information (control or data) between cooperating

processors. In addition, there are a number of macros common to both

environments for initializing the appropriate data structures needed

by the PARMACs system, creating from 1 to N processes, and simple

timing and debugging utilities.

3.0 Application of PARMACs to a HEP code

In order to determine the ease of use, power, and portability of

the PARMACs system for parallel programming, a typical HEP Monte Carlo

simulation code was chosen. The code selected for this study was a

Fortran code originally developed on a VMS/VAX to simulate the central

electromagnetic shower calorimeter within the proton-antiproton

colliding beam experiment at Fermilab (CDF). It was used extensively

during the design of the calorimeter. Although rather modest in size

(3000 lines excluding comments), it exhibits most of the features

typical a large full detector simulation code. Thus we believe this

code is a highly suitable test vehicle for parallelization

investigations. It is base on a widely used HEP Monte Carlo code

Electron-Gamma Simulation Ver 4.0 (EGS4) written by Nelson [6] at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.

The structure of the simulation is as follows: First, initialize

a large database describing the detector geometry, histograms for

result storage and parameterization of the possible interactions in

the electromagnetic cascades; Second, propagate a sufficiently large

number of cascades through the detector to minimize the inherent

statistical fluctuations, interrogate and store the detector response
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to each cascade in the histograms; third and finally, present and/or

store the histograms for later analysis. The first and third phases

of the calculation a usually quite small in computing time and are

dominated by I/O and thus not good candidates for parallelization.

However, the second phase is computational intensive, and furthermore

each cascade is independent of past and future cascades given random

seeds. We chose this phase as an obvious candidate for

course-granular parallelism which could easily implemented within the

macros provided by the PARMACs package.

The parallel computers within the ACRF which were,used for this

demonstration study are shown in Table 2. Some machine parameters and

the basic performance results are. shown and, in addition, a standard 1

Mips VMS VAX is shown for normalization. The performance of the

individual processors which make of the parallel machines ranges over

roughly an order of magnitude centered around 1 Mips. The parallelism

ranges from 1 to 8 to 24 processors.

3.1 Multiprocessor Shared-Memory Implementation

For the first phase of the investigation we chose to work on the

Sequent Balance B21000. This machine contains 24 processors (NS32032)

on a single high speed bus (27 Mbytes/sec) sharing 24 Mbytes of

memory. The EGS simulation code was imported from a VMS/VAX and with

a few minor changes ran correctly as a serial code. The code was put

into a parallel form by inserting the appropriate macros from the

PARMACs package. The Sequent has a highly developed serial and

parallel debugger which we found quite useful. In addition, the user

can specify the number of processors in use at runtime, so that

choosing one processor operation is quit useful in debugging. The

principal debugging effort was ensuring the correct division of
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storage in local and shared memory. Once we understood the macros,

the debugging effort seemed modest.

After verifying the correctness of the results in the parallel

version of the code, we did a series of 100 cascade runs at two

different incident energies, 1 and 10 GeV, as function of the number

of processors used in the computation. The computational effort

scales roughly linearly with shower energy. The results shown in

Table 2 are for 1 GeV/c. Although the individual processors used in

the Sequent are slower than a standard 1 mips VAX the aggregate

performance in the parallel mode is substantially better. The

dependance on number of processors is shown in Fig. la as "speed up"

curves for the two series of runs, and is compared to the ideal linear

speed up. Clearly a substantial fraction of the total multiprocessor

power is being devoted to the computation. We note by using Amdahl's

law as a description of the processing, we estimate that about 2.5% of

the computation is spent executing serial code at 1 GeV and 1% serial

code at 10 GeV. We attribute this to time spent in the monitor

operation.

As a test of the portability of the parallel version of the code,

it was moved to the Encore Multimax. This machine contains 20

processors (NS32332) on a high speed bus (100 Mbytes/sec) sharing 64

Mbytes of memory. Except for 1 or 2 minor completely trivial changes,

both serial and parallel versions of the code compiled and ran

correctly immediately. The results of the standard series of runs are

shown in Table 2 and as the "speed up" curves in Fig. lb. Although

there are fewer (more powerful) processors than the Sequent, the

performance on the Encore is somewhat closer to the ideal speed up.

There appears to be approximately 1% ( at 1 GeV) and 0.5% (at 10 Gev)
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serial code operation in the Encore.

As a further test of portability the code was moved to the Alliant

FX/8 parallel processor. This machine, although similar in its MIMD

architecture to the Sequent and Encore, is based on a rather different

(considerably faster) computation processor (similar to the Motorola

68020) with an added vector processing capability. The EGS4 code does

not easily vectorize and this capability was not used for the current

study. Test runs are shown in Table 2 and the "speed up" curves in

Fig. lc. Although there are fewer more powerful processors than both

the Encore and Sequent, the processor utilization lies roughly between

the two previously studied. There appears to be approximately 3% ( at

1 GeV) and 1.5% (at 10 GeV) serial code operation.

In conclusion, during the first phase we have demonstrated that a

typical HEP detector simulation code can easily be parallelized by use

of the ACRF PARMACs package. We obtained very good utilization of

multiprocessor parallel machines in a highly portable manner among

shared memory architecture computers.

3.2 Multiprocessor Distributed-Memory Implementation

The second phase of this study was to design and implement a

strategy for the EGS4 based simulation for a distributed memory

architecture environment. We note that from the "message-passing"

point of view the shared memory machine can be thought of as a class

of distributed memory machine if no explicit use of the shared memory

is made by the application program. Message-passing is then

implemented by the PARMACs system communicating via the shared memory

as a very fast channel. Thus applications programs using the

message-passing approach should be portable among both shared memory

and distributed memory environments. Our approach was similar to the
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first phase and took advantage of the obvious coarse granularity

structure of the calculation.

The parallel portion of the calculation proceeds as follows. Each

processor to be used in the calculation is assigned a number of cases

of the total number of cascades to simulate. The principal result of

the calculation is displayed as histograms. The data to be

histogrammed is independent from case to case, so that as each

processor complete a case the collected histogram data can be

assembled as a message and sent to the host processor for combination

with similar information from the other worker-processors. This kind

of algorithm should show an approximately linear speed up with

processor number. Deviations from linearity should depend on the

relative size of the messages and their frequency. The histogram

combination by the host is designed to have small cpu requirements, so

that it is not a bottleneck to the calculation as more processors are

added. It should receive the histogram messages asynchronously

throughout the parallel portion of the calculation and do the minimal

amount of arithmetic to combine the new results to the summary

histograms.

For the purposes of this phase of the study we have obtained

results for benchmark runs using 1 GeV/c cascades with a 4.5 MeV

cutoff done on the Encore, the Balance, a network of Sun 3

workstations, and the iPSC/2 Hypercube. For the Encore and the

Balance, the speed up curves are "remarkably" similar to the results

noted above for shared-memory access via monitors. The speed-up

result for the network of Sun 3 workstations is shown in Fig. 2a.

The speed-up results for the version 2 of the Intel Hypercube is shown

in Fig. 2b, where the naive expectation of a slower turnover of the

speed-up due to the faster interprocessor communication channels is
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easily seen.

Although the Sun 3 network is the slowest of the processors

studied, it does provide a very convienent environment for program

development and debugging. Parallel programming presents a

challenging problem for program debugging. An X-window based debugger

has been developed for the Sun workstation in which the slave

processors open windows on the workstation allowing the user to

directly interact with the slave processors.

As in the Shared Memory environment, we found the code (after

removing the monitor macros and inserting the message passing macros)

to be highly portable between the Encore, the Balance, the Hypercube

and the Sun 3 systems. However, because of initial broadcast and

receiving of the Fortran commons, substantial more code needed to be

written and debugged for the message passing environment than the

shared memory environment.

In an absolute sense, for either environment, the total amount of

new code which needed to be developed and maintained was quite small

compared to the original serial code. What distinguishes the two

environments? How is a programmer to choose between them? Based upon

the work so far, it is our opinion, that for a calculation which

exhibits coarse granularity and can meet the memory requirements, the

message passing environment is best for the following reasons: It is

simpler to implement, because less effort is required to distinguish

between shared and local memory, and consequently debugging is easier.

Furthermore it can be used on a wider class of MIMD type computers.

4.0 Conclusions

We have demonstrated a Fortran applications environment using a
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macro based parallel programming system which is easy to use, portable

and works well (i.e. with respect to efficiency) on a wide group of

commercially available parallel computers of the MIMD class (both

shared and distributed memory). This kind of hybrid approach is most

valuable for problems of reasonably large granularity. It can provide

a useful interim environment, until real parallel programming

constructs aie placed directly in the Fortran language standard.

Appendix

The PARMACs system is available from the Argonne ACRF via an

electronic distribution library. Send electronic mail to

netlib(aanl-mcs.arpanet or netlib@anl-mcs.mcs.anl.gov with the single

word help. Instructions for getting the PARMACs macros, installation

and user guides via the electronic mail will be returned.
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Tables for "Portable Parallel Programming in a Fortran Environment"

Table 1: Example PARMAC macros

User Level Macros Machine or Environmental
Dependent

Low Level
Implementation s

Shared Memory Machine|

BARRIER
GETSUB
ASKFOR
Shared_Memory
Local_memory

Monitors
Critical Sections
Locks
Delay

Distributed Memory

SEND
RECEIVE

Message Passing
Subroutine Library

Interprocess
Communication
Primitives

Machine

Table 2

Architecture

Computing Systems Studied

Processor Memory Processor Benchmark

Single|Multiproc
(sec/cascade)

Speedup

DEC
VMS/VAX
11/780

Sun 3/60
Ethernet

Intel
iPSC/2
HyberCube

Sequent
B21000

Encore
MultMax

Alliant
FX/8

Processor
CISC

1 Processor
8-proc network

HyperCube
3 MB/s Serial
8-proc network

Shared Mem
24 Processor

Shared Mem
20 Processor

Shared Mem
8 Processor
w/Vector unit

VAX

68020

Intel
80386 with
Weitek 1169

NS 32032

NS 32332

68020 like

4 Mbytes

2 x 8 MB

24 Mbytes

20 Mbytes

32 Mbytes

1.

6.

0.

5.

2.

0.

84

95

48

72

47

53

1.30

0.060

0.38

0.18

0.076

1.0

1.

30

4.

10

25

41

.8

84

.2

.4
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